It is well known that dynamic typing in languages like Lisp is costly in terms of performance. Besides the cost of tag checking, the other major source of ine ciency comes from the need to place and retrieve data from dynamically allocated objects, i.e. boxing and unboxing. This makes it unacceptable in general to write numerical code in Lisp. Such programs involve \tight" loops in which b o xing, unboxing and tag checking will dominate the computation time. With advances in the compilation of Lisp programs, it has been suggested that type checking and inference can be used to alleviate the problem. In this paper we shall examine a sub-problem, namely using type inference to aid compilation of numerical intensive L i s p c o d e . A t ype inference algorithm for oating point operations will be described. This has been implemented in a Scheme compiler. Implementation issues and performance results on fairly large numerical code will also be reported. The results suggest that signi cant performance 1 gains can be obtained. It is our hope that as an augmentation to other general type inferencing scheme, it will contribute towards the realization of highly optimizing Scheme compilers.
1. extract as much t ype information from a Lisp program as possible either by some automated means or with user assistance in the form of type declarations 2. perform type inference either within functions only (local type inference) or both within and between functions (global type inference) 3 . for those data items whose types are completely determined, they may b e u n boxed and the operators changed appropriately.
In the past, research focused on the application of this technique to all data in a Lisp program. In this paper, we shall focus on a subproblem which turns out to be easy to solve and reaps signi cant performance gains in many situations. Speci cally, the problem addressed is that of type inference over arithmetic operators. This paper describes an algorithmic approach for the optimization of oating point operations in Scheme programs.
The approach is based on control ow analysis. 3] We shall now use a small example to hint at the potential gains involved. Fig. 1 shows a fragment of the SAXPY/DAXPY loop commonly found in many n umerical application, here coded in Scheme. At least in theory, the vector accesses can be made almost as e cient as that of C or Fortran. The main problem is in the arithmetic operations. Take for example the multiplication operator. Because of dynamic typing, it is necessary to check the types of A and X i and then decide on the appropriate multiplication operations to use in each iteration of the loop. F urthermore, after the multiplication, it is necessary to box the result before the addition operation can begin. The addition operator will have to do the same operations of checking the types of Y i and the result returned by the multiplication, decide on the appropriate operation to use and then box its result before returning. There are therefore four unbox and two b o x operations during each iteration of the loop. In all practical implementations, this overhead will cost signi cantly in terms of performance especially when compared to the two actual arithmetic operations. Since numerically intensive programs spend a lot of time in loops like this, the overall overhead of boxing and unboxing is very signi cant. If we can decide, during compile time, the actual arithmetic operators to be used and use unboxed data instead of boxed ones, the saving will therefore be signi cant.
In our work, we made the following assumptions: In section 2, we shall outline the algorithm. This is followed by the discussion of how it was implemented in a public domain Scheme compiler. In section 3, performance results will be reported and discussed. This is followed by a brief survey of related work done to highlight the contribution of this paper and the conclusion.
2 Floating Point T ype Inference.
The type inference requires two passes through the source program. The basic steps in the type inference algorithm is as follows: The details of each step will now be described. In the above,` ' denotes \zero or more occurrences in a set",`+' denotes \one or more occurrences in a set", while`h i' indicates an ordered set, i.e. a sequence. Fig. 2 shows the type lattice we u s e d . Since we are primarily interested in the domain of numbers,
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other Scheme types such a s c haracters, strings etc. are grouped together under the type
Other. H o wever, we believe that our approach can be extended to these other types to get more re ned results. 1 The entire paper is based on the assumption that numbers are either xed point i n tegers or oating point n umbers.`Bignum's are assumed not available. A which annotates constants and variables. In the description`E x 7 ! ]' is the functional update or extension of an environment E. In Fig. 3 Vectors and their operators are annotated according to Fig. 5 . Essentially, the type of a vector will be dependent on each of its elements. This is handled by associating the type of a ve c t o r t o a s e t o f t ype variables. Furthermore, each vector-set! to a vector will contribute a new type variable, namely that of the source expression, to the set. At type inference, the type of a vector will be determined by taking the least upper bound of the types represented by e a c h of the type variables according to the type lattice.
Operators.
The annotation of operators is shown in Fig. 6 . Type extraction for operators producing integers and oating point n umbers is shown in the gure. For list operations, the actual operator used is kept as part of the type information. During type inference, the operation is attempted on the type sequence. A 0 checks the conditional test and if it is either integer? or real?, then the type variable concerned is forced to the respective t ype so that more information is available during the annotation of the body.
2.1.3 Sequence, let and lambda.
As shown in Fig. 8 , the type variable of a sequence is bound to the type variable of the last expression in the sequence, i.e. its type is exactly that of the last expression. For let, the local environment m ust be extended by the newly introduced local variables before the body can be annotated. The existence of circularity i n c o n trol ow analysis type inference algorithms has been noted and studied by Nielson and Nielson 3] . This happens, for example, when in an attempt to infer the ty p e o f t ype variable , w e r u n i n to a recursive occurrence of itself in one of the type sequences or 7 ! ; i s i n T and 2 ;. This implies recursion at the source level. Termination is ensured in our inference algorithm by k eeping track of all the type variables seen in the inference process so far by the set M of b I. When an attempt is made to infer a type variable which has already been encountered, ? is returned as the result of the inference on the last occurrence of the type variable and the inference process continues from that point on. This is done instead of terminating the entire inference and returning > as the overall result because there is a chance that further inference using this new binding may yield more precise results.
An important feature in our scheme is the automatic specialization of functions based on the types of the arguments of the calls. A similar idea was pursued in the compiler for Smalltalk-like language SELF 6] . The algorithm that performs the specialization is given in Fig. 13 . The basic idea is to collect all the calls to a (named) function and then partition the calls according to the data types of the arguments. Based on the partitions, new instances of the function, appropriately renamed, will be created. For correctness, we informally claim that given a type variable, the inference algorithm will at worst report an upper bound, with respect to the type hierarchy of Fig. 2 , of its true' type.
Program transformation.
Given that we c a n i n f e r t ype information, we are now in a position to optimize the program by means of source-level code transformation. This is outlined in Fig. 14.
For the most part, program transformation performs the inverse operation of program annotation, i.e. it strips the type variables from the annotated expressions resulting in an executable Scheme program. The two major di erences are in the handling of arithemtic expressions and function calls. For the latter, it may be necessary to rename the call based on the data types of the arguments inferred.
Using the type information available, it is possible to specialize the arithmetic operations based on the inferred data types of the arguments. In Fig. 14 , we assume the availability of 3 operators:
int-op : the integer arithmetic operators, i.e. int-+, int--and int-*, which assume that the inputs are integers and will not do tag checking on their inputs fp-op : the oating point arithmetic operators, i.e. fp-+, fp--, fp-* and fp-/, which assume that the inputs are oating point n umbers and will not do tag checking on their inputs exact->inexact : c o n verts a number, which m a y b e a n i n teger or a oating point number, to a oating point n umber
In other words, the specialized arithmetic expression will do tag checking and conversion explicitly only in cases where the data type of the argument is uncertain.
The program transformation may i n troduce new type bindings or change existing ones.
This will continously modify the set of type bindings on which the type inference algorithm will work on. It is fairly easy to see that the termination of the inference algorithm is not a ected. An inductive argument can be used to argue for the correctness of the transformation. Assuming that the inference algorithm is correct for a given annotated program and its associated type binding, then by the principle that, for arithmetic operators considered, the result of its application would be a oating point n umber should any of its operand be a oating point n umber.
3 Implementation Issues.
We h a ve implemented the above algorithms in Scheme!C 7] and have proceeded to modify the Scheme!C compiler to support the new arithmetic operators. It turns out that e cient implementations of these operators are crucial for performance. In addition, some other optimizations are done.
In Scheme!C , the arithmetic operators are implemented in two l e v els. First, as a macro, the compiler will issue code which w i l l c heck i f b o t h a r g u m e n ts are integers. If they are, the operation can be performed immediately. If not, a call will be made to the corresponding routine in the runtime library. F i g . 1 5 s h o ws how the`+' operator is implemented in the Scheme!C r u n time library. B y c hecking the tag of the two arguments, the appropriate add operation together with the necessary type conversion (here represented as macros) will be performed.
In our implementation, we augment the original Scheme!C with new arithmetic operations that will not do any tag checking. This is similar to Soft Typing 8] but with explicit coercion where necessary. Only in the face of uncertainty will the type inference program emit explicit type checks.
Another important optimization has to do with intermediate results and can be illustrated by the following example: (* (+ A B) (-C D))
This would translate to (1) unbox A , ( 2 ) u n box B, (3) add, (4) box the result, (5) unbox C, (6) unbox D, (7) subtract, (8) box the result, (9) unbox the result of (+ A B), (10) unbox the result of (-C D), ( 1 1 ) m ultiply, and (12) box the result. Immediately we see that operations (4), (8) , (9) and (10) can be eliminated if the results of the addition and the subtraction had stayed unboxed. Not only is the number of tag checking and boxing operations reduced, so too are the necessary memory accesses. Accordingly, the type inference program will emit new operations for intermediate computation that in addition to working with unboxed data will produce unboxed results in special variables which can then be immediately used by the operator at the next level. 4 Performance Results.
Having given the type inference algorithm and outlining its implementation in Scheme!C we h a ve e v aluated the performance gains using three numerically intensive programs. They are:
Linpack. The famous Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting benchmark was translated from its C version into Scheme. The double precision version was used as Scheme!C uses double precision internally.
mp3d. This is the molecular collision simulation program that is part of the SPLASH 9] suite of benchmarks. The whole code was translated from C into Scheme. The type inferencing was applied only to the code for advancing the simulation which accounts for the bulk of the computation.
Simplex. This is a program that solves a system of inequalities using the simplex method.
The performance results are given in Table 1 . The tests were conducted on a DEC 3000/300L workstation with a 100 MHz A21064 Alpha CPU running OSF/1 with only one user logged in.
In The results indicate that a performance gain of 5% to 25% can be obtained depending on the application. With Opt-2, there is an additional gain. Eliminating unnecessary boxing and unboxing operations also reduces the overall memory requirements. This is shown by the reduction in the number of calls to the garbage collector (except for one case in mp3d which w e are unable to explain). This allowed Linpack to be executed with n up to 400. This partially accounts for the performance improvement. In the best case, we obtained more than twice the original performance.
A Note on Function Calls.
The careful reader would have observed that the number of calls to the garbage collector is di erent e v en between the original and the Opt-1 version which i n troduces oating point operations explicitly. Upon closer scrutiny, this revealed an important c haracteristic of our algorithm. Recall that the algorithm will examine each function call and based on the type information inferred will instantiate new versions of the same function. For example, let A(x) be a function which t a k es one argument. Suppose there are two calls to A, one with A(s) and one with A(t). In general, we cannot guarantee that the type of s will be identical to that of t. I f w e nd that s is a oating point n umber, then we can optimize the body of A accordingly. H o wever, it may turn out that we are unable to say y Crashed after 283 calls to the garbage collector.
the same about t. In this case, we n e e d t wo v ersions of A to cater for both calls.
Unfortunately, the above can have a p o t e n tially negative impact on tail recursive calls.
Scheme!C optimizes tail recursive calls by replacing them with goto statements. The above phenomenon can prevent such an optimization from taking place. For example, both A(s) and A(t) may be tail recursive calls. However, after specialization, at best one of them will remain tail recursive the other being instantiated to call a di erent version of A. The result is a potential loss in performance and an increase in memory requirements (which is reduced by tail recursion optimizations) and therefore garbage collection activities. This explains the poor performance of the Simplex code in which exactly such a situation occurred. It should be possible to detect such a situation and then disable the specialization although this is not done currently.
5 Related Works. Our work di ers from these earlier works in that the focus is on the arithmetic operators the type inference is done from a global perspective we i n vestigated the necessary modi cations that must be done internally to the compiler we h a ve implemented and tested the algorithm on medium size applications Our work should be seem as an augmentation for the suite of type optimization techniques that have been proposed. 6 Conclusion.
In this paper we described a simple type inferencing mechanism applicable to oating point computation in full Scheme -with side-e ect operators, vectors and continuations.
Through a three step process of annotation, inference and transformation, oating point operations are optimized. This improves the performance of oating point S c heme code by reducing the type checking operations, especially in numerical loops. Memory requirements are also reduced thereby reducing the number of times of garbage collector have t o be invoked.
We h a ve implemented the algorithm and tested it out by modifying the Scheme!C
compiler. We h a ve found that on some applications we w ere able to double the performance. As a reference, the optimized C version of the double precision Linpack b e n c hmark did a little less than 10 M ops. The Scheme version optimized by our type inference system achieved a little better than 1/20 of this performance. Our aim is to reduce the performance gap between Lisp and other procedural languages in every aspect of general purpose computing. Much remains to be done but we hope that the algorithm reported in this paper will be a contribution towards this goal.
Integer constants: Vector constants:
where ei is the type variable associated with e i in S i
Vector operations: A h e 0 T T 0 B E Gi hE 1 T 00 E 7 ! cq ] E G 00 (define (+-TWO x y) (cond ((fixed? x) (cond ((fixed? y) ((lap (x y) (_TSCP (IPLUS (_S2CINT x) (_S2CINT y)))) x y)) ((float? y) ((lap (x y) (FLTV_FLT (PLUS (FIX_FLTV x) (FLOAT_VALUE y)))) x y ) ) (else (error '+ "Argument not a NUMBER:~s" y)))) ((fixed? y) (cond ((float? x) ((lap (x y) (FLTV_FLT (PLUS (FLOAT_VALUE x) (FIX_FLTV y)))) x y ) ) (else (error '+ "Argument not a NUMBER:~s" x)))) ((and (float? x) (float? y)) ((lap (x y) (FLTV_FLT (PLUS (FLOAT_VALUE x) (FLOAT_VALUE y)))) x y ) ) (else (error '+ "Argument(s) not a NUMBER:~s~s" x y)))) Figure 15 : Implementation of addition in Scheme!C. 
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